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Give us some personal background, not dog related..

How did you get started in Dobermans?

OK, here’s the one-minute version of my life. I was born and
raised in South Texas and graduated from Texas A&M with a
degree in Mechanical Engineering. My first job after college
was in Iowa, where I met my wife, Nancy who was attending
State College of Iowa. It didn’t take long for me to figure out
that Iowa was too cold for a Native Texan, so we moved back
to Texas. I worked for a couple of chemical companies before
I settled into my career at Fluor Engineers and Constructors as
an engineer. I rose fairly quickly into management positions.

We bought a Wire Fox Terrier as a pet when we were first
married. Nancy noticed an ad in the paper for a dog show. We
attended the Houston All Breed Show and watched the Wires.
Nancy immediately decided that “my dog’s better than those
are” … never mind that we didn’t know what a standard was, or
how the selections were made. Coincidentally, our dog’s sire
was entered as a special at this show. We met the breederowner of the sire, and she took us under her wing. She taught
us how to strip the wire coat and present the dog. That Wire
had a string of reserves, but never was strong enough to beat
the well-bred and well-groomed dogs that we had to compete
against. Shortly afterwards we moved to Brazil, where we
showed the dog just once at the Sao Paulo show. He won the
group and was seriously considered for Best In Show. (This
was around 1970 and Brazil didn’t have the quality of dogs that
they have now). By the way, the dog that defeated us for Best
was a Doberman.

For the last 15 or so years, I was a Project Director. In this
position, I developed execution plans for major projects in
response to request from very large companies such as Exxon
and DuPont. These were competitive proposals, and if we
were selected, I chose an engineering team and a construction
team to design and build the project (typically in the $100
million range). I was responsible for the project performance,
financial performance, and client relations. What a great job.
My career allowed Nancy and I to travel a good deal. We lived
in Santos, Brazil for a year early on, then we lived in Europe
(Holland) for two and a half years in the mid-1980s. We also
lived in Houston, TX; Rochester, NY; Pittsburgh, PA; and
Greenville, SC where we now reside. My business offered me
the opportunity to travel the US, Europe, and Asia as well.
Nancy has been a first grade school teacher since we were
first married. She missed a few years when we were in South
America and Europe, but she’s been an active teacher for
most of her adult life. She stopped teaching about five years
ago so she could lead the good life.
I had been considering early retirement for a while, and last
year I made the decision to see what retirement was like. It’s
been great, and I really enjoy being able to do whatever I
want, whenever I want. It was a good decision.

I had always been an admirer of the athleticism of the
Doberman. When we got back to the States, we bought a
Doberman pup. He wasn’t that well bred, and really wasn’t that
good. We showed him unsuccessfully for a while, then we
switched him to obedience. He did well with scores in the mid
to high 190s and a High in Trial.
We then bought a bitch based on an ad we saw in the DQ. She
went on to finish and became our first champion and first
breeding bitch.
Why showing dogs instead of another hobby or sport?
Good question. I remember at one point I was seriously
studying classical guitar and was into photography as well as
dogs. I decided that I would have to choose because I just
couldn’t spread myself between work and three hobbies. I
chose dogs because I have been a dog lover since I was a kid
on the farm. I often wonder how well I could have played the
guitar if I had practiced the same amount of time I spent driving
the highways to dog shows. Carnegie Hall??? Nope, but
maybe the local watering holes … if they liked classical music!!
Tell us about your first "real" dog show.
Well, it was back to the Houston All Breed show six months
later. We had learned to groom our Wire (sort of), read the
standard, and I showed the dog myself. He was third in a fourdog class. I can’t believe I can remember the details three
decades later!! There were a number of shows that followed,
but I think that’s the worst he ever did. After showing him for a
while, I think we reluctantly realized what we had. He wasn’t
going to be a champion.
How did you settle on your kennel name?
We bred our first champion to Audry Kibler’s Ch.
Gambolwood’s Hellelujah. The litter was due on Christmas
day. Either we didn’t count right, or Mother Nature messed
with us, or both. They were born on New Years Eve. We had
already decided the kennel name would be Mistel, which is
Mistletoe in German. We wanted the Christmas theme, but
were a little late in the whelping.
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We have a tradition that we practice even now. Every New
Years Day we find some mistletoe growing wild and collect a
piece. We pin it to a bulletin board in our dog area and leave
it. We now have 13 mistletoes hanging in the dog room …
one for every year that we have been in our present home.

both dominated the Doberman ring in the southwest in those
days. Norton was especially helpful in teaching me to handle.
Both of them were always willing to help those who really
wanted to learn. For years, they were driving forces behind
the DPC Houston and trained many of the folks that are in the
club and running it today.

Did the puppies meet your expectations?
How many Champions have you bred to date
We had three dogs and a single bitch in that first litter. One
dog was sold to a “yeah, I promise I’ll show him” home. I put a
major on the dog before the owners quit.
We kept the
singleton bitch, Ch. Mistel’s Arfin’ Annie. I showed her to her
title in the mid-70s when it took 48 bitches for a major in
Texas. She won two five-point majors (68 bitches competing
both times). It took us a year of showing for me to learn how
to handle her and for us to be competitive with the
professionals, but I was obsessed with finishing her myself.
Annie was a big bitch. I remember that Lynn Eggers joked
“she’s not the biggest bitch I’ve ever seen, but she’s in the top
ten.”
Annie did have some good qualities. She was a good mover,
had a good top line, good proportions, and could bait with the
best of them. She needed more angles and a better head,
and she could have been about ten percent smaller. I’d say
overall that we were please with the litter. She did go on to
produce our next two champions.

To date we have owned or bred seventeen champions. Two
were purchased as puppies early in our career, one was from a
stud dog we bred and owned, and 14 were homebred. We
have bred only 13 litters in our 30+ years in the breed. From
these litters we produced a total of 62 puppies.
As I
mentioned, 14 became champions, an additional 12 were
pointed. About one fourth of our pups have finished and
another 20% won points but did not finish for various reasons.
One of the litters in this count is still too young to be competitive
and may bring the averages up.
Do you have any
particularly proud of?

accomplishments

that

you

are

Yes, a couple. In 1987 we had the DPCA Top Champion
Producing Dam. That was Ch. Mistel’s Derrick Doll, who
produced 4 champions in a five pup litter.
The other
accomplishment we are proud of is that we have bred six
consecutive generations of breeder owner handled champion
Dobermans.
Do you have a tried and true system for raising and
socializing puppies? Preparing them for the ring?
I think every dedicated breeder has tried and proven ways to
raise and socialize puppies. We start early with training to
stack on the table (a few weeks of age). We have people visit
the puppies, then after their ears are cropped and healed we
take them into the public for socialization. Sometimes our
kennel club has socialization classes, and that helps a great
deal.

Ch. Mistel’s Texas Spindletop, WAC
Ch. Von Lieb’s Houston
X Ch. Mistel’s Derrick Doll
Multi-Champion Producer
Finished in a total of 13 shows
Breeder Owner Handled
In the beginning of showing and breeding - who mentored
you?
Our primary mentors were Betty and Norton Moore. Norton
finished our first two champions (not our breeding), and both
Betty and Norton helped us to learn the breed. Betty was the
primary influence on us as far as the conformation of the dogs.
Norton was one of the best handlers I have ever seen. They

As far as training is concerned, I take this part especially
seriously since I owner handle all of our dogs. I am convinced
that good ring presentation is a result of good ring training. I
usually start serious ring training about three months before we
want to show for the first time. I train for just a few minutes at
a time, but several sessions per day. I work in front of a mirror
and use a video camera to critique myself. When our dogs get
into competition, they can and do show as well as any dog in
the ring. When we show, we concentrate on one dog at a time.
It makes for some long drives home when we don’t win, but if
we put all our efforts into the one dog we think we have a
bigger incentive for that dog to be presented to its best …
because we know there is no second chance with another dog.
This training is something the professionals usually don’t have
time to do with every dog. That’s why I think an owner handler
has an equal chance against a professional handler if the dog
is of good quality. If you really want results, the training for
conformation takes just as much commitment and effort as
training for a CD.
An interesting aside, dogs that are well trained for the
conformation ring have a real advantage when they start
obedience. We have a well-trained conformation champion
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now in obedience training. The lessons she learned for
conformation about how certain behaviors and actions resulted
in specific rewards transferred directly into obedience
exercises. She was such an easy dog to train for obedience.

examined personally (already made that mistake when we were
young. Pictures don’t reveal all.). Because we have been in
the breed for many years and have attended lots of shows, we
usually have seen many of the dogs in the pedigree. There are
always a few though that we do not know. This is when we
trust the system that awards a championship title to establish a
certain level of quality.
We breed bitches after they have finished. Only once have we
bred a bitch that wasn’t finished, and she did finish shortly after
whelping her litter. We’ve never used the breeding philosophy
of breeding a bitch that was unable to finish in hopes that she
can produce. It seems like playing the odds in hopes that
something good will happen. Sometimes it does, but often it
doesn’t.
Breeding has an element of “crap shoot” in it. We try to line up
all the controllable elements on our side, hoping to beat the
odds. We think having a strong pedigree has helped us. But
then, luck still plays an important part.
We did breed one champion bitch to a dog that wasn’t finished
at the time. He finished easily after that breeding and it
resulted in our best litter … the dam became DPCA Top
Producing Dam with that litter

Ch. Mistel’s Tabasco
Ch. Soquel’s The Chocolate Soldier
X Ch. Mistel’s Texas Spindletop, WAC
Multi Best Of Breed and Group Placements
from the classes Breeder Owner Handled
How important is the title CHAMPION when considering a
breeding? For the stud? For the bitch?

Everyone has his or her own fundamental principles on
breeding. For those who subscribe to a different breeding
philosophy than we do, I say “go for it”. History has shown that
some really great producing bitches were not finished. There
have been some unfinished dogs that have produced well, but
usually unfinished dogs don’t get used that much.
If you have the facilities and willingness to take some risks, you
may be absolutely right in using dogs that have never proven
themselves in the show ring. You just have to know what
you’re doing, and have a little luck … just like the rest of us.
One of the lessons I’ve learned over the years is that we all
march to our own music. And that’s OK.

The title “Champion” means that several judges have
accessed the animal in an “impartial” manner against
competition. That assessment can be meaningful or less so,
depending upon the knowledge of the judges and the level of
competition. However, that assessment does mean more to
me than the claims of a breeder or one who has a vested
interest in promoting the animal. Impartiality counts.
We all know that there are champions that are not as good as
dogs that didn’t finish, and there are dogs that didn’t finish that
should have. However, I trust the system enough to feel that if
you compared all champions against dogs that were seriously
shown and didn’t finish, the champions would be far superior
on average than the non-champions. Those are the dogs we
want in our pedigrees.
Let’s revisit the original purpose of dog shows … that is to
evaluate breeding stock. If we choose to ignore the title of
“champion”, then we are discarding the results of the shows.
Why bother to show at all?
When we breed, we try not to rely on the evaluation of others;
rather we make our own assessment of the dog and his
pedigree. We don’t breed to a dog that we haven’t seen and

Ch. Mistel’s Comedy Night, CDX, ROM
Ch. Primary Caught Red Handed
X Ch. Mistel’s Punchline, CD
Multi-Champion Producer
Multi Best of Breeds from the classes
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What are the most valuable qualities a breeder can have?
I think the commitment to bettering the breed is first and
foremost. To do that we must establish our own priorities and
breed to those. Some people’s primary priority is health,
others temperament, and others conformation. We all should
strive for a balance of these, because they are all critical to the
breed. I submit that if we all agree that health is the most
important priority, we can breed dogs that live very long lives,
but would they look and behave like Dobermans?
When you breed for one specific attribute, you must sacrifice
other attributes. If we concentrate too heavily on one virtue,
we will lose other important breed qualities. In my mind that is
not representative of a good breeder. We must balance the
choosing of dogs whose strengths and weaknesses meet our
needs. A good example may be the Cardio problem that
exists in the breed. Throwing out dogs that have had Cardio,
produced Cardio, or had relatives with Cardio is not wise if
they bring exceptional strengths in other areas. On the other
hand, ignoring the health issues will doom us to short lived
dogs. Again, we just have to strike a balance and consider the
strengths and weaknesses when we make our selections for
breeding.
What are the most valuable qualities in a stud dog?
The ideal stud dog would have the following traits:





He would be an excellent representative of the breed in
conformation and temperament
He would have a strong pedigree
He would be an older healthy dog
He would have proven himself as a producer.

Unfortunately, those are few and far between, so we have to
strike a balance again.
In a foundation bitch?
The bitch should have the same qualities with the possible
exception of age.
Do you sell to novices? Why?
Certainly we do. Everyone was a novice once. It they don’t
have an opportunity to get a good dog, how will our sport
continue? Someone took a chance on us. We’ll do the same
if the novice demonstrates that they are really serious about
the sport.
How do you feel about breeding to the "dog of the day",
the current top winner?
I have no problem with breeding to the “dog of the day” if he
meets your priorities. We have bred to a couple of big
winners, but we have bred to dogs that weren’t also. We have
used proven producers, and we have taken the risk of using
unproven dogs.
All dogs bring some baggage with them along with their
strengths. It all gets back to what qualities you really need to
strengthen, and what you’re willing to accept as a trade-off.

DPCA Top Champion Producing Dam
Ch. Mistel’s Derrick Doll
Ch. Sequoia’s Trader Vic X Ch. Mistel’s Arfin’ Annie
BISS from the classes, Breeder Owner Handled
Have you ever refused stud service? Why?
A better question is “have we ever accepted a bitch to service?”
We have only had three males that lived with us because we
will only have one dog at a time. Over a thirty-year time frame,
that means about three dogs. All of them were champions with
strong pedigrees. I think each was bred about twice.
With our current male, we have refused two champion bitches.
We didn’t refuse them because they weren’t excellent quality,
rather we guided them elsewhere because we thought there
were more compatible dogs to use with their bitches. One
breeder lived fairly close to us, and we spent a good amount of
time together researching dogs that would be more appropriate.
The other was too far away to research together, but I made
recommendations.
What is a fair price for a stud today? Should the fees be
equal amongst all dogs?
Since we live in a capitalist society, I suppose it is whatever the
market will bear. I do find quite a difference in the attitude
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among stud dog owners. Some seem to think it’s OK to
charge the going rate of a good proven producer, even if their
dog has no producing record of his own. They should
understand that breeders don’t want to buy the stud dog’s
show record, we really want to buy his producing ability.
Sometimes we’ll gamble based on genotype and phenotype,
but not always. It seems reasonable to me that an unproven
stud dog would have a lower stud fee than the going rate for
proven producers until he has pups on the ground that prove
his abilities as a stud.
Also, I find it interesting that some stud dog owners feel it’s
important to charge the same price to everyone. It sounds
right to treat everyone equally, but the bitches are not equal. If
I were actively promoting a stud dog, I would be a lot more
interested in having the really good bitches bred to him. I
would be inclined to offer incentives to the really good ones to
breed to my dog.. I sometimes wonder if stud owners think
this way, or if they are just trying to make enough on stud fees
to pay for the dog’s show expenses.

If one aspect of a Doberman jumps to your attention, then it’s
probably wrong. What I mean is that if a dog has a significant
deviation in body parts … a very large chest, or over-angulated
rear, or especially long neck, etc., then he’s not correct. The
pieces should fit together as one. If they do, you’ll not notice
any one part of a dog.
There are a number of dogs in competition today that are
extreme in my opinion. Some judges tend toward the more
extreme dogs, and that’s OK if that is their interpretation of the
standard and they are consistent in what they like. Some tend
to lean towards the more moderate dogs, as I do. I don’t think
either is right or wrong. We just have different interpretations
and our mind’s eye sees a different “ideal Doberman” when we
judge.

In our breeding, we have paid the “top dollar” for an unproven
dog and by the same token we have had top dogs with proven
records bred to our bitch for significantly less. We’ve had a
three owners of well known dogs ship their dog to us for the
breeding. In the end, it’s really what the stud owner and
breeder decide is in the best interest of their Doberman.
How do you feel about the future of the breed in relation
to health problems? CVI? VWD? Cardio?
In my opinion, Cardio is our biggest health concern.
CVI
seems to be less prevalent than it was a few years ago. At
least it doesn’t seem like we hear about it as much as we did.
That is a casual observation on my part and isn’t necessarily a
good measure.
While I would prefer that the breed be free of VWD, we have
not experienced any problems with bleeding. Some of our
pups, have been tested as affected with the old Elisa method.
Some of our pups have been DNA tested. The results of the
tests vary with the individual, but the incidents of bleeding as a
result of surgeries and injuries don’t seem to vary. They are
always normal in blood clotting.
Don’t get me wrong. I won't trivialize VWD, but I do think we
need to put it in perspective. There are many affected
Dobermans living today. Based on the thousands that are
affected, only a small number become problems. We would
naturally prefer to breed only clear animals, but It wouldn’t be
wise to toss out of consideration an otherwise very good dog
for this one aspect of health.
Breeding is about balancing conformation, temperament, and
health issues. It’s a process of compromise.

Ch. Mistel’s Texas Driller
Ch.Von Leib’s Houston X Ch. Mistel’s Derrick Doll
How do you feel about color?
I have no problem with putting up dogs of any of the four colors.
We have never had a blue or fawn, nor do we breed to try to
produce them. However, I have awarded five point majors to
three of the four colors, and would not hesitate to award to the
fourth, provided it was the best on the day.

How do you feel about extreme? Do we have too much of
it today? Is it a necessary evil? Or is it something we can
live without?

What advice would you give a person who wanted to buy,
show and breed Dobermans today?

We have a standard and an illustrated standard. The word
“extreme” cannot be found in the standard. If you consider the
illustrations that are in our illustrated standard, you’ll find them
to be moderate.

First speak with a good cross section of breeders and
exhibitors. We all have our opinions and preferences. No
single person is right. Learn what you can from many of the
experienced exhibitors, and form your own opinions. I will say
that finding a really knowledgeable person to mentor you
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through the process of selecting, training, conditioning, and
showing your first Doberman will save you lots of heartaches
and probably lots of years of trial-and-error.
A word on the overall quality of Dobermans today?
I believe we have gone through a rough cycle in the breed.
That’s not necessarily negative. In my observations, all
breeds go through cycles of being really good, and others as
being … well … pretty weak. Look at Boxers of 10 years ago.
They have improved dramatically in my opinion. Same with
Bullmastiffs.
I remember when we first started around 1970, it was nearly
impossible to find a Doberman that didn’t have some awful
front-end problem, especially when viewed coming to you..
That improved in the 1980s and for the most part, I think we
had good dogs in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In the last
3-4 years the breed seems to have reversed the trend and
become a little weaker. The problems seem to be in the front
again, mostly in angulation, but there are still a lot of loose
fronts.
Also, comparing today’s Doberman with the early 1970s, I
think there were more of the “classic” Doberman head in the
ring than there are now. I’m not really a headhunter, but I do
appreciate the beautiful full-muzzled heads with parallel
planes, dark eyes, and the look of eagles. Today’s heads are
for the most part acceptable to me. Few are what I would call
poor, but few are the “classic” heads.
Although we’ve been through some down times recently, I’m
convinced that our breeders recognize the problems in the
breed and have their own thoughts about what to “fix”. In
time, the Doberman will cycle back to a high quality level.
How do you feel about judging today? Is it fair? At the
class level? At breed level?
After having judged for a few years, I am convinced it is mostly
honest. Since I started judging, I’ve been a lot closer to judges
in seminars, judge’s lunches and dinners. I’ve sat ringside
observing with judges, and attend a monthly judge’s study
group. I find that the vast majority of the judges are honest
people trying to do a good job. They do all they can to learn a
new breed. When they judge, they go into the ring to do the
best job they can. They do not go in to “crook” a deal. OK, I’m
not so naïve to believe that it never happens. They’re not all
perfect, but I believe the judges overall really try. Some do
well in some breeds, and less so in others
Should puppies win majors? Why?
Certainly, they should. It’s all about the best dog on the day.
If it happens to be a major entry and a puppy is the best, then
the puppy should get the major. I’ve given puppies majors on
several occasions. I recently gave a puppy a five point major,
to find out during pictures that he finished that day with his
fourth major.

Ch. Mistel’s Showtyme Tony
Ch. Sherluck’s High Noon
X Ch. Mistel’s Comedy Night, CDX, ROM
Do you use a professional handler? Why?
I do not use professional handlers. Handlers finished our first
two champions when we first started, but I always want to be
part of the process. Sending my dog off with someone and
getting a call on Monday isn’t my idea of showing dogs. Even
attending and standing ringside was a hollow feeling.
Do they have an advantage in the ring?
Depends on what you’re comparing. If you’re comparing to a
novice, then clearly professional handlers have an advantage.
They’re ring-wise and know what’s expected of them.. They
can relate to dogs and know how to show their strengths and
minimize weaknesses.
But, if you compare a professional to an experienced exhibitor
showing their own dog, the professional may be at a
disadvantage. The experienced exhibitor is ring-wise too. He
also knows how to show strengths and minimize weaknesses.
The difference is that the experience exhibitor can train with
their own dog every day. They can prepare for the ring by
concentrating on just one or two dogs. They don’t have to deal
with showing several dogs, the constant turnover of dogs in the
string, and managing the time to get to ringside for every class.
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I think a committed knowledgeable exhibitor can consistently
beat professionals. I see it happen often.
I really encourage people to show their own dogs if they can.
It makes the whole game so much more fun. Nothing is as
enjoyable as being in winners and looking back at top handlers
standing behind you. It’s not that I don’t like or respect top
handlers, it’s just the feeling of accomplishment at having
reached their abilities as an amateur.
Being honest with myself though, I suspect that the desire to
owner handle came from an incident with my first Doberman. I
showed the dog and the breeder told me I was an awful
handler and would never be able to finish a dog. I proved her
wrong many times over. Ask my wife, Nancy, what happens
when people tell me there’s something I can’t do!!

After that I do the individual exams. In many cases the dogs
that I found early on with type and side gait become the class
winners. I don’t mean to imply that I judge on side gait only,
because I do consider the down-and-back to be an important
element in judging correct movement.
How important is movement to you?
Very. It’s one of the major requirements of the standard. It’s
part of being a Doberman. How can a Doberman be a good
one if he isn’t sound enough to stay on patrol all day?

How long have you been judging and what do you judge
now?
I was approved for my first breed (Dobermans) in July 1995.
I’m now approved for the entire working group.
Why did you want to become a judge?
Because I wanted to contribute, and I thought I had something
to offer the breed. As it turns out, I’ve heard this question
asked of lots of judges, and virtually everyone of them have a
similar answer.
What is the most rewarding facet of judging?
Getting your hands on lots of good dogs, then finding that
occasional great dog. It’s such a pleasure to reward a dog
that meets your expectations.
The most depressing?
Not finding any good dogs. It’s really tough trying to judge a
class of poor quality dogs.
Do you with hold ribbons? Should you?
I hoped I would be able to get through life without having to do
be confronted with a dog so bad that I have to withhold. So
far, I have only had to withhold one time in one breed (not a
Doberman). It’s an unpleasant experience. The exhibitor was
new, didn’t know that it was a bad dog, and accepted the
evaluation in a graceful way. But you know that that person
loved their dog, and it hurts to tell them that “Hero” isn’t show
quality. I hope not to do it again, but if you judge a reasonable
amount, it’s probably inevitable that it will.
What is the first thing you look for on your initial look at
your class?
I look for breed type when they first line up. Does the dog
match my ideal image of what that breed should look like?
Maybe one or two dogs will jump out as being good breed
type. Then I move the dogs around and look for good side gait
… good reach, proper drive, head carriage, topline, and tailset.
Sometimes one or two will jump out, and you hope it’s the
same one or two that had the proper breed type.

Ch. Mistel’s Carolina Whistle Stop
Ch. Wingate’s Leading Edge, UD ROM
X Ch. Mistel’s Comedy Night, CDX, ROM
Multi-Breed and Group Placer from the classes
over top ten and BIS specials
Specialty Best of Breed winner
I would also like to expand on my comments above about
movement. I consider the down and back movement to be just
about as important as side gait. The two observations give
different information about the dog. I mentioned some of the
things you see with side gait, but the down and back give the
opportunity to observe soundness of joints, foot placement, and
soundness of limbs. Side gait and down-and-back are both
important. Having said that, I must admit, that even though I
consider the down-and-back to be important, I have found it
necessary to forgive in this area more than most areas of
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judging the Doberman. This is not one of our breed’s
strengths. One of our multi-breed judges at the last National
mentioned this in the after judging comments at the judge’s
seminar.

comfortable evaluating and selecting based on their knowledge
of the breed. Those that are uncomfortable with the breed or
are easily intimidated are probably influenced by ads.

What do you do with a dog of obvious quality who is
poorly handled?
Handling isn’t supposed to count, but let’s be candid here.
The Doberman ring is fairly competitive. Usually one dog is
not so outstanding that there aren’t other dogs of similar
quality. The judge has a much easier time evaluating dogs
that are properly handled, and are less likely to have to
“assume” things about the dog, as they might with a badly
handled one.
There are times when a poorly handled dog is the best dog.
You have to do what’s right and give it to them despite the
poor presentation. One difficulty in judging is having to put up
a dog that you know is the best dog, but that will probably
never finish if it continues being poorly handled.
Do you owe exhibitors explanations if asked?
I don’t know that I would characterize it as “owing” an
explanation, but after judging I will usually discuss a dog’s
virtues and weaknesses with an exhibitor provided they want
to learn and aren’t just challenging a placement.
Which class for Winners?
I don’t care what class the winner comes from. The best dog
on the day should win.
I will have to say that I enjoy being able to put up a dog out of
bred-by, simply because that is the class our breeders should
use to show what they have achieved. I have given majors to
puppy, bred-by, 12-18, AmBred and Open classes. I have not
put up a dog out of Novice.
Will you go with an owner-handler?
You’re talking to a guy that is a breeder owner handler. I
wouldn’t and haven’t hesitated to put up owner handlers. On
the other hand, I have put up a lot of professionals too, just
because they had the best dog that day.
Should class dogs prevail over Breed Champions? Ever?
In some cases?
Every dog should get equal consideration for the breed. I
have put class dogs over specials, though I prefer not to. In
my opinion the class dog must be decidedly better than the
special. It can’t be just equal. It’s has to be better. I give the
benefit of the doubt to the special, but in the end the best dog
has to win.
Does advertising influence judges? How? Is it good or
bad? Can advertising be unethical? How?
Yes, I’m sorry to say that it probably does. If it didn’t, there
wouldn’t be so many brag rags around. I think that advertising
has little bearing at all for point wins. For some judges I
suspect it’s fairly influential in their breed and group judging. It
probably doesn’t affect those that know the breed and are

Ch. Mistel’s Punchline, CD
Ch. Sherluck’s Barney Miller, CD
X Ch. Mistel’s Texas Spindletop, WAC
Multi-Champion Producer
How do you feel about judges who continue to show,
breed and own active stud dogs and/or Top Twenty
contenders? Do they have an advantage over others? Is
this a conflict of interest?
I don’t have any objection to judges that continue to show,
breed, or use a stud dog as long as it doesn’t conflict with their
judging. The biggest problem is the perception of exhibitors
when a judge wins. It seems many exhibitors are looking for a
reason their dog lost, without regard to their dog’s
conformation. Seeing a judge win is a good excuse to shout
“favoritism … the judge just put up another judge”.
My experience is that being a judge is a definite handicap. I
mean, what judge in their right mind would prefer to put up
another judge, knowing full well that they will be subject to the
full wrath of the exhibitors that lost, and will have provided them
with a perfect excuse. I haven’t finished a Doberman in the last
couple of years but I can assure you that when I showed, I got
some reserves that would have been winners had I not been a
judge. Reserve is an easy way for a judge to tell you that you
had a nice dog, but they’re not going to put you up. I have
even had judges tell me that they simply won’t put up a judge,
no matter how good the dog. One of my peers, a judge that still
shows Dobermans, has related the exact same experience. He
says he has won a lot less after he became a judge.
I think that breeding and/or showing helps a judge keep a good
perspective of what the total sport is all about. Those that have
been judging for 30 years and haven’t owned, bred, or shown a
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dog in the last 20 years may not have that full appreciation
anymore.
On the other hand, some judges choose to remain as specialty
judges, passing only on one breed. They don’t have the
opportunity to judge nearly as much as those of us with
multiple breeds. How are they going to be able to participate
in the sport when they judge so seldom, unless they can
continue to breed and show?

Some people just don’t have the skills to show their own dogs
and don’t want to take time to develop them. Some can’t travel,
work weekends, or some other reason. For those, the best
option is to hire a professional.

What attributes do you find in an excellent judge?
An excellent judge has a picture in his mind of the ideal dog for
that breed, and can consistently find those that match it. That
ideal doesn’t have to agree with mine, or anyone else’s, as
long as it fits their ideal. If a judge can do that, he will select
consistent styles of dogs. Exhibitors will be able to decide
what to take that judge.
What negatives will keep you away from a judge?
Inconsistent judging, not giving equal opportunities to
everyone in the ring, being obviously biased with regard to
people or handlers, and not being in command of the ring.
How do you feel about imports or foreign dogs and why?
I have no objection to foreign dogs as far as judging. For
breeding, I have one personal objection to using foreign dogs.
We consider the pedigree to be extremely important. If you
know many of the dogs in the pedigree, you know their
strengths and weaknesses. With that knowledge, you should
have certain expectations based on what you know about the
dogs in the first three generations. With foreign dogs, the
animal you see before you may be lovely, but who knows what
the ancestors look like?
As correct as the dog may appear, all dogs bring baggage
along with their virtues. I want to know what the baggage is.
It’s difficult enough to do with dogs that we’ve seen many
times and are owned by people we know,. It is an order of
magnitude more difficult to do with foreign dogs, unless you
have some connection with that country and can be
knowledgeable about the dogs in the pedigree.
Some breeders take the time to learn the dogs in foreign
pedigrees. Other breeders may not be that knowing about the
pedigree, but have the facilities and desire to take some risks
by breeding to foreign dogs. I applaud them for that.
Someone needs to discover what these dogs can do. We
personally don’t breed very often and have limited facilities.
We’re just not willing to take those risks.
Is handling a craft that can be learned or is it a natural
talent?
There’s no question in my mind that this is a learned skill. As
in nearly all learned skills, there are certain attributes that one
must have to be successful. You must have a level of
confidence in front of people (or be able to develop it), a
willingness to make mistakes and learn from them, a desire to
learn to communicate with the dog, a willingness to watch and
learn from others, and an obsessive desire to become good
enough to compete with professionals.

Ch. Mistel’s Texas Wildcat
Ch. Von Lieb’s Houston X Ch. Mistel’s Derrick
What effect do handlers have on the breed?
I think they set a level of handling that all others must meet. I
remember our first champion’s handler describing how he went
from Dobermans to Dalmatians in the early 1970s. At the time
the Dalmatian exhibitors simply walked in the ring and held the
lead. When they had to compete with a handler who showed
“Doberman handling skills” they found that their techniques just
weren’t working. The Dalmatian exhibitors improved
dramatically and quickly. They had to improve to survive.
It’s that same high standard that our handlers set that keeps
our owner-handlers continuously trying to measure up.
Do handlers have a responsibility to the breed?
They have more than a responsibility to the breed, they have a
responsibility to the sport. It’s really disappointing to see a
good handler with a really poor dog in any breed. Surely they
know the dog isn’t competitive. The only reason I can see that
they take the dog is financial. OK, they have to make a living,
but they do owe it to the sport and every breed they show to
hold a reasonable level of quality in their string.
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How have dogs affected your lifestyle?

Any pet peeves?

We have always tried to keep our involvement with dogs in
perspective with the rest of our lives. If I had to give up dogs
and the sport, I would feel a tremendous loss and I would
probably be as affected as with the loss of a loved one, but I
wouldn’t let it ruin my life. Dogs are important to us, but there
are other aspects of life that are even more important.

In the show ring I have a couple of pet peeves. One is people
who continue to talk and visit during the playing of the National
Anthem. How disrespectful can one be?

Would you do it again?
We have enjoyed our involvement with dogs.. I think most of
us kind of stumbled into dogs through a series of events. If
any of those events didn’t happen, I may not have chosen to
go the way I did. It’s one of those forks in the road of life that
we choose. Who knows what would happen a second time
around? I would definitely do it again if I knew what I know
now.

Lot’s of people know that I like to leave our ring as clean as we
found it. A pet peeve is the overuse of bait.
Bait is for
rewarding a behavior that you want repeated. The dogs should
work for it. It’s not for constant feeding and throwing all over
the ring (inside and out). It’ not a difficult concept to master.
Do you have any important messages to share?
I once heard “Just because a dog isn’t your dog, doesn’t mean
it’s not a good dog”. I think we could all take that message to
heart. I value people who can honestly evaluate dogs and deal
with their wins and losses in a mature manner. I admire people
who can appreciate good dogs other than their own.
And finally - how do you want to be remembered?
He did a good job in everything he tried.

Ch. Mistel’s Peace Maker
Ch. Sherluck’s New York Minute
X Ch. Mistel’s Punchline, CD
Fifteen points, both majors in seven weekends
How many dogs do you currently have?
We have just three, Ch. Mistel’s Tabasco (12 years), Ch.
Mistel’s Showtyme Tony (6 years), and Ch. Mistel’s Carolina
Whistle Stop (4 years).

Ch. Mistel’s Carolina Whistle Stop

